Twenty five or more counties in Oregon have sent resolutions stating they do not want anymore
"infringement" on the second amendment.
Where is the peoples voice being heard on this bill ?
First it was background checks on FFL sales
Then gun show back ground checks.
These two back ground checks did not reach the level of control you seek.
Now you want universal back ground checks that you have admitted will not stop felons and the
mentally ill. It still will not reach the level of control you want.
What is next , you will not stop with this law if passed , you have shown you have no control
over yourself to pass just one more law.
Vote no on SB941
Thank you
Richard White

Where in this bill does it address treatment for he mentally ill.
Where in this bill does it address extended hard jail time for criminals who use a firearm in the
act of robbery or assault.
Until you truly set down and discuss the problems you are trying to solve with the above in mind
I am afraid you will get nowhere.
Many of you law makers have stated SB 941 will not stop most of the criminals and mentally ill
from getting firearms so you are admitting it is a step to an unknown series of bills that will
continue to erode the rights of the law abiding and still do nothing to address criminals and
mentally unstable people
In closing
You and I both know SB941 will not do what you hope it will do unless you have ulterior
motives in using this bill as only a step to a higher goal that has not been exposed as of yet.
Please vote no on SB 941
Thank you
Richard White

Twenty five or more counties in Oregon have sent resolutions to Salem stating that they stand
behind the second Amendment and do not wish anymore "infringement" on firearms
That is 2/3rds almost 3/4 of all the counties in Oregon. Has this been taken into account ?
If SB 941 is for the good of the low class citizens of Oregon , will they have a chance to vote on
it or will it be blumbergered thru ?
Point of information .
I follow four or five gun rights groups and a couple of them are already looking into the process
of recall in Oregon.
Starting with the Democratic Senator that won with the lowest amount of votes
Colorado did not think it would happen. Do you think it cannot happen in Oregon. I think it
would be wise if you did some research .
Thank you for your time
Richard White

Went to the short meeting on SB 941 today and was unimpressed. Many ask how , if passed
could it be enforced with no answer from any senator.
An unenforceable law is moot and therefore not law.
Washington State passed a universal background check that has not been ratified because it is
being challenged in federal court with the possibility of it being struck down.
Colorado passed several anti gun measures that are now being reversed after being rushed
through house and senate last year
SB 941 needs a lot more work before it can even be understood.
No on SB 941
Thank you
Richard White.

In my opinion the hearing today was a sham. A two hour meeting to hear that many people who
wanted their opinion heard looked like a planned setup to me.
It seems as though Prozanski got all his pro people to testify even though they took extra time.
And now it has been said he wants to fast track SB 941 through tomorrow. ? , what is the hurry
This has to stop. It has turned into a circus.
It was said in the meeting that we the people in Oregon pay the senators salaries therefore they
work for us not themselves. Questions were ask with no answers. Prozanski sat there like a bump
on a log only saying that their time was up and calling for the next three people.
This is not a socialistic state it is a republic as so we demand to be heard and treated with respect
, the same respect that they ask for.
Thank you for your time
Richard White

Prozanski was quoted saying that now Washington State has passed their universal background
check system Washington's criminals and felons now come to Oregon to purchase firearms. He
never said where he got his facts from because he had none.
Good old Prozanski , if he can't back up with facts a lie will work just as well , possibly better.
Colorado has been busy repealing firearms laws that were passed the last couple of years because
the people said they didn't want them. A couple of recalls seemed to wake them up.
Washington State's universal background check system has not been ratified, therefore it is not
law as of yet. It is waiting it's turn to go through federal court.
SB 941 takes away our rights as free citizens if passed we will have to ask permission to
exercise a right given to us by our maker.
This is not a privilege it is a right.
No SB 941
Thank you
Richard White

